8-inch Duct with Quick Connect
8” diameter by 15’ length - VPN: U-0815
8” diameter by 25’ length - VPN: U-0825
12” diameter by 15’ length - VPN: U-1215
12” diameter by 25’ length - VPN: U-1225

Available in 15- or 25-foot lengths for any model, our duct hoses are made of flexible, light-duty vinyl-woven polyester. Ducts are easily retractable and designed to handle large volumes of air at relatively low pressure. The ducts are flame-retardant and easily connect to fan lips for positive or negative airflow. Model 1225-SC duct is dipped in static-conductive material for safe use in hazardous environments.

8-inch Duct Coupler | A-8000
This circular metal ring will allow you to connect multiple sections of duct.

Duct Storage Rack | UTDSR-25-08
Durable metal rack can store two 15-foot lengths or one 25-foot length of 8-inch diameter duct.

Duct Carrier
8” - VPN: UTDSR-25-08P
12” - VPN: UTDSR-25-12P
These lightweight polyethylene duct carriers hold up to 25 ft. each of 8-inch or 12-inch flexible ducting.